A medical subdiscipline characterized as computational biology, connected to genomics and genomics, uses digital techniques to gather, preserve, analyze, and share physiological information and data, such as genomic and polyamines sequencing, or interpretations about such sequencing. The genomics and the microbiome endeavor are demonstrations of epidemiology. Both initiatives employed generation sequencing technology to ascertain the nucleotide sequence in the genetic material and related microbiological chromosomes. Using techniques and technology, epidemiology is mostly used to determine the degree of cognition from biomedical data. Biomechanics is frequently used in the assessment of genomics, peptides, 3D membrane protein simulation, photogrammetry, pharmaceutical creation, and many other fields. The application of big data technology in physiological and healthcare administration investigations is growing. An unparalleled volume and velocity of biological and medical facts have been produced and gathered. For instance, electronic health records (EHRs) capture vast volumes of clinical information. The newer microarray technology allows for the analysis of terabytes of DNA sequence data a day, though. With the aid of technological advancements, including the development of new sequencer equipment, the creation of innovative equipment and software for parallelization, and the significant growth of EHRs, the cost of collecting and interpreting physiological signals are anticipated to drop significantly. Big data applications offer new chances to discover new knowledge and devise fresh ways to raise the standard of medicine. Big data applications in health coverage are a rapidly expanding topic, including numerous recent results and approaches reported in recent years. In particular, increased operations in genomics let researchers conduct novel genetic sequence correlation analyses of disorders. Commercial intelligence helps healthcare professionals use the enormous amounts of client records gathered to make wise judgments. This research addresses the obstacles, constraints, and potential for advancing big data healthcare applications, along with an overview of current developments and advancements in numerous medical fields. Enormous information that needs to be stored, managed, and analyzed provides new difficulties for biomedical researchers. Big database properties necessitate the development of powerful, cutting-edge technology to obtain important information and create increasingly comprehensive care services. Additionally, cloud storage can enhance the system's velocity, responsiveness, and versatility since it takes fewer expenditures for maintenance services, such as deployment, customization, and debugging. It minimizes the requirement for maintaining equipment or software capacity. Public clouds are the foundation of many modern big data applications. In light of the preceding, we invite scholars to submit original research articles and review papers for the current Special Issue that will address the Data gathering and analysis of genomics and informatics-oriented biomedicine.

Topics of interest include, but are not limited to, the following:

- A cloud-based system for residential diagnostics with large amounts of clinical information.
- Cloud-based platform for routine diagnostic data collection and analysis.
- Enormous continuous integration device for retrieving healthcare images.
- Utilizing big data and advanced computation to offer individualized medical advice and treatment.
- Genuine social information across multiple detecting and remote management techniques.
- Implications of cloud-based integrative health informatics.
- Big science impacts ecology and therapy owing to the genome sequencing initiative.
- Biomedical informatics is knowledge management and information retrieval in biology.
- Commitment to the development of biobanking in health coverage.
- A randomized investigation integrating medicine, including the whole genetic sequence.
- Administering relevant data in major epidemiological research
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